2016
YEAR IN REVIEW

KEN BLOCK AND
FORD PERFORMANCE
COMMIT TO A FULL 2016
FIA WORLD RALLYCROSS
CHAMPIONSHIP
In January 2016, in conjunction with Ford Performance, Ken Block and Hoonigan Racing
Division, announced the extension of the factory partnership with Ford Performance to
pursue the 2016 FIA World Rallycross Championship.
“For a big portion of my career I’ve maintained a mixed focus and kept a diverse race
calendar, but now I’ll be focusing myself fully on one single championship,” said Block.
“I’ve been stoked with what my team and I have accomplished so far with my Ford
Fiesta ST racecars and I’m excited to see what we’ll be able to do next season with
factory support. It’s going to be a very exciting 2016 and I can’t wait to get started.
Thanks again to Ford for being an awesome partner.”
“I’m stoked to be able to compete for an FIA World Rallycross title!” said Block. “I’ve
really enjoyed my past six years racing with Ford and to renew my relationship with
them moving forward, as well as receiving an increased level of involvement from Ford
Performance, to compete for a World Rallycross Championship, well, I couldn’t be
happier!”
“The past year we have been working hard to celebrate Ford Performance as a global
brand serving enthusiasts with world-class products and motorsports fans with on-track
success around the globe,” said Dave Pericak, Global Director of Ford Performance.
“In looking at the great success we’ve had with Fiesta ST in the Global Rallycross
Championship—29 race wins and five manufacturers’ championships the past five
years—everyone felt the time was right to take on a new challenge of the FIA World
Rallycross Championship.”
“Ken is more than a driver or a partner to us, he’s a member of the Ford Performance
team. He continues to be an advocate for enthusiasts around the world and we engage
him frequently in product and motorsports discussions,” Pericak added. “We know Ken’s
team is the right one to help us pursue our goal of winning an FIA World Rallycross
Championship title and tell the Ford Performance story. Ford and Ford Performance are
global brands, just like Ken, so it’s a great match for all of us involved.”

BLOCK INTRODUCES
NEW TEAMMATE
ANDREAS BAKKERUD
Top rallycross driver Andreas Bakkerud, joined the team in 2016 for
Hoonigan Racing Division’s two-car attack on FIA World Rallycross.
A highly talented and experienced rallycross driver hailing from Norway,
Bakkerud was Block’s first choice when it came to picking a second
championship-capable driver to help anchor his efforts in World RX this
year. Having raced behind the wheel of a Ford Fiesta ST in the past makes
him a valuable addition in the pursuit of the Supercar Team Championship
title for Ford.
“I’m really excited that I’ve got Andreas [Bakkerud] on my team this year
for FIA World Rallycross,” said Block. “I chose Andreas because he’s
damn good behind the wheel of a rallycross car and he’s proven that
he can win races. He’s also got experience racing the Ford Fiesta ST
chassis the last few seasons, which is important. I’m confident that with
him on my team, we will be strong contenders for the 2016 FIA World
Rallycross Championship.”
“YES! I’m really excited about the opportunity to race alongside Ken and
his team—that happens to be one of the best motorsports teams in the
world!” said Bakkerud. “I love racing rallycross and I’ve been able to have
a few good seasons back-to-back. And the car? Ford Performance and
M-Sport are building us one of the best cars to ever race rallycross. So,
do I sound excited? Hell yeah!”

DEBUT OF THE ALL NEW
FORD FOCUS RS RX CARS
AT FIA WORLD RX
Ford’s RS competition legacy continues
for a new generation of motorsports fans.
The Focus RS made its competition debut
in 2016 as Ford’s factory entry in FIA World
Rallycross Championship with Ken Block and
his Hoonigan Racing Division.

Ford Performance. “Our RS badge has a
natural connection to racing, and we have a
passionate, dedicated team on the project.
We’re excited to honor the history of Rallye
Sport by pushing every aspect of performance
and design to the limit.”

Teased at the conclusion of Ken Block’s
Gymkhana EIGHT, the Focus RS RX
racecars are based on the all-new global
2016 Ford Focus RS featuring advanced Ford
Performance torque vectoring all-wheel drive.

The Focus RS build is a global collaboration
between Ford Performance, Block’s Hoonigan
Racing Division and U.K.-based M-Sport.
Featuring all-wheel drive, a new EcoBoost®
engine producing 600 horsepower, and
a 0-60-mph launch time of less than two
seconds, Ford Focus RS Rallycross cars are
optimized for competition.

“RS is a worldwide brand with a rich heritage
that motorsports enthusiasts know and
love,” said Dave Pericak, global director of

HOONIGAN RACING DIVISION
HAS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST YEAR CAMPAIGN IN
FIA WORLD RALLYCROSS CHAMPIONSHIP
WITH THE NEWLY DEVELOPED
FORD FOCUS RS RX RACECARS

BAKKERUD TAKES THE ALL-NEW
FORD FOCUS RS RX TO THE FINAL IN
ROUND 1 OF ITS DEBUT IN WORLD RX.
KEN BLOCK PODIUMS IN HOCKENHEIM
DURING SECOND-EVER RACE FOR
THE NEW FORD FOCUS RS RX.
BAKKERUD PUTS HRD INTO THE THIRD
FINAL OF FOUR EVENTS AT LYDDEN HILL.
BAKKERUD WINS NORWAY AND SETS
RECORDS IN FIRST-EVER WIN FOR
THE ALL NEW FORD FOCUS RS RX.
BAKKERUD WINS SWEDEN AND MOVES
INTO 3RD OVERALL IN CHAMPIONSHIP
AFTER TWO BACK-TO-BACK WINS.
BAKKERUD’S PODIUM STREAK GOES TO
THREE-IN-A-ROW WITH 2ND IN CANADA.
BAKKERUD FINISHES SECOND IN FRANCE.
FOURTH PODIUM IN A ROW.
BAKKERUD TAKES THIRD PLACE IN
WORLD RX GERMANY (II) AT ESTERING.
BAKKERUD WINS IN ARGENTINA AND
SECURES THIRD OVERALL FOR 2016!

7 PODIUMS / 3 WINS

AND 3RD OVERALL
IN CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS

ANDREAS BAKKERUD
THIRD OVERALL IN 2016
FIA WORLD RALLYCROSS
Bakkerud finished the final round of the 2016 World Rallycross Championship in
Argentina with three trophies on the podium: a 1st place for winning the race, a
Monster Energy Supercharge Award for being first to the first corner in the final and
3RD PLACE IN THE OVERALL 2016 CHAMPIONSHIP!
Bakkerud ended the season with a solid weekend in Argentina. In his final, Bakkerud
got off the line first and straight into the first corner, nabbing the Monster Energy
Supercharge award in the process—his first of the season. From there Bakkerud
drove perfectly, leading the entire final and bringing home his third overall race win
of the season.
“I’m beyond stoked with what Andreas achieved today here in Argentina,” said team
boss and teammate Ken Block. “When we started this season with Andreas, we
knew he could drive but we also knew it was a development year for us because
we had a brand new racecar that had minimal testing. But Andreas has proven that
this Ford Focus RS RX has a ton of potential by winning his third race this season
with it and in doing so, he also secured third place overall in the 2016 championship!
This is WAY beyond our expectations for this car at this point. As his boss, I’m
ecstatic and as his teammate I’m equally stoked for him! It’s time to celebrate his
accomplishments and then start getting ready to do this all over again in 2017.”
With the 2016 season now brought to a close, both Block and Bakkerud, as well as
the entire Hoonigan Racing Division, turn their focus to getting ready for the 2017
FIA World Rallycross Championship, which kicks off March 31st, 2017 in Barcelona.

2016 RACE LIVERY ART
BY INTERNATIONAL
KINETIC STREET ARTIST
FELIPE PANTONE
The 2016 Hoonigan Racing by Felipe Pantone race liveries are a collaboration
between Block, Hoonigan and kinetic street art artist Felipe Pantone.

“I’m really stoked that I was able to partner with Felipe Pantone on this,” said Block.
“I’m a huge fan of Felipe’s work and I think it’s awesome that we were able to work
together and have him create bespoke art in his signature style for us, that we were
then able to translate to both new Ford Focus RS RX racecar, as well as on to
Andreas’ car, but that also worked equally well for Hoonigan and my other partners
on apparel and product.”
The Hoonigan Racing by Felipe Pantone project is the first time that Block and
Hoonigan have partnered with an independent artist on a race livery. Felipe Pantone
designed and created eight separate pieces of art over the course of eight days at
the Hoonigan Donut Garage in Long Beach, California. The original artworks were
laid down on canvas with spray paint before being translated into the digital files
used on the car liveries. The partnership with the internationally known graffiti artist
brings an exclusive style to both Block and Bakkerud’s cars, as well as to Hoonigan’s
associated apparel that’s launching alongside them. A mix of geometric patterns,
bold colors and intricate fades, all of Pantone’s artwork is designed to convey speed
and motion; perfect for racecar liveries.
“It was really exciting to work on this project,” said Felipe Pantone. “My work talks
about speed, technology, and the times we are living in, all of which are embodied
by the Hoonigan team.”
VIDEO:
[HOONIGAN] Ken Block and Andreas Bakkerud’s 2016 Ford Focus RS RX liveries
by Felipe Pantone https://youtu.be/Q8FRQ6KQ6NY
The entire Hoonigan by Felipe Pantone apparel line is offered online at the Hoonigan
web store: https://www.hoonigan.com/ken-block.html
More products featuring the livery artwork are available from other partners of Block,
including DC Shoes, Wolfgang Man & Beast and SAXX.
To see Felipe Pantone’s latest artwork available for purchase:
http://store.felipepantone.com/
Artist Felipe Pantone with Hoonigan Industries’ Chief Brand Officer, Brian Scotto

GYMKHANA EIGHT
For the eighth installment in Ken Block’s Gymkhana viral video
franchise, Block took his smoky, sideways driving style to his
most exotic destination yet: Dubai!
Starring Block and an updated version of his world-famous Ford
Fiesta ST RX43 rallycross car, Gymkhana EIGHT is Block’s
most cinematic film to-date. Block’s Fiesta also lights up the
screen, literally, thanks to a unique, ultra reflective livery that
was created specifically for Gymkhana EIGHT (Ultra Reflective
Livery Reveal video here: https://youtu.be/8-UEF6OJOT4).
It also marks only the second time in Gymkhana history that
Block has filmed one of his videos outside of the United States,
the first time being Gymkhana THREE when he visited a very
unique racetrack in France.
“I realize it sounds cliché to say it, but this is probably my
favorite Gymkhana thus far,” said Block. “When XDubai reached
out to partner with me as a sponsor last season, one of the
things they brought to the table was the ability for us to come
and have carte blanche in terms of filming a Gymkhana video
in Dubai. The offer was amazing since I had identified Dubai
as a location where I’d like to film something a few years prior,
so of course I jumped at the opportunity. The fact that we were
able to shut down the Sheik Zayed Road for only the second
time in the history of Dubai [the road is the main highway in
Dubai and has only been fully shut down once previously, when
President George W. Bush visited in 2008], have access to a
fully shutdown airport runway with a 747 and to be able to film
in Burj Park, which is part of the world’s tallest building [the Burj
Khalifa] is absolutely awesome. Now would be a great time for
me to be able to say a huge heartfelt thank you to the people
of Dubai for letting us come and make this awesome video, so,
thank you!”
Other features in the film include a Ford Raptor driving-on-twowheels as an obstacle for Block, the entire Dubai Police Force’s
Exotic Cars division on set at all times—and featured as an
obstacle at one point—two Ford Performance-related “Easter
Eggs,” within the video, a very special set of credits, and much,
much more. Plus there’s even a special announcement and
preview of a new project car for Ken at the absolute end.
KEN BLOCK’S GYMKHANA EIGHT:
ULTIMATE EXOTIC PLAYGROUND; DUBAI
https://youtu.be/_hf6ke1-i3E

KEN BLOCK AT THE
FORD FOCUS RS
GLOBAL MEDIA LAUNCH
IN VALENCIA, SPAIN

In January, 2016, Block visited Valencia, Spain, to help Ford with their global media launch
of the 2016 Ford Focus RS. The RS was a project that Block had been involved with via
Ford Performance for the last few years—and the all wheel-drive system was something
he had campaigned for heavily within Ford to have it included in the RS—and it was fitting
that he was able to make it to the official media launch for the car in Spain.
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/wUNdu315f80

KEN BLOCK EDITION
FORD TRANSIT VAN

Ken Block announced that he now has his very own signature vehicle. As
one would guess, it’s a Ford product, but perhaps not the kind one would
normally associate with the Head Hoonigan in Charge. The vehicle in
question? A limited edition—and murdered out—run of M-Sport’s custom
Ford Transit van!
Designed by M-Sport in the U.K. to borrow the cosmetic appearance from
their highly competitive Ford Fiesta WRC racecars, the Ken Block Edition
of the van features custom bodywork, a hand-crafted leather interior and
special blacked-out details that carry all the way down to the headlight
housings and the Ford badges front and rear. The Transits also come
with an enhanced and lowered suspension setup as well as lightweight
wheels. To finish out the Ken Block look, these Transits feature unique
hits along the vehicle trim that incorporate the livery pattern from Block’s
current Ford Focus RS RX racecar as done by international kinetic street
artist Felipe Pantone. This look is also carried over into the interior and
featured on the seats.
“I’m really stoked with how this collaboration turned out,” said Block. “I
always thought that maybe someday I’d have a signature Ford vehicle,
but I never thought that it’d be a van! Ha! I really like this thing though, it’s
super practical for me since I have a wife and three kids and we travel a
ton. This Ford Transit has the look and styling that I like, is fun to drive
and manages to hold us and all of our stuff. We’ve been running around
Norway in a test unit the last week and a half and I’m blown away by the
looks and attention this thing has been getting. Plus my wife and kids like
it, so it’s a win-win in my book.”

KEN BLOCK AND HIS
HOONICORN RTR MAKE
A GUEST APPEARANCE
ON THE NEW TOP GEAR
Ken Block smoked the tires of his Ford Mustang Hoonicorn RTR straight
into the homes of 300 million people via an all new episode of Top Gear.
Block took to the streets in and around London to film the incredible
segment with with new presenter/host/good-friend Matt LeBlanc. The plot?
A tour of London in Block’s 1965 Ford Mustang Hoonicorn RTR with Block
driving and LeBlanc attempting to “navigate” while being driven around in
full Gymkhana style.
Shot over the course of four days, the segment shows Block and LeBlanc
visiting iconic locations like Westminster Bridge, Buckingham Palace, Big
Ben, Tower Bridge, Lloyds of London, the Ford plant in Dagenham and
more.
“The access that Top Gear scored us was amazing,” said Block “never in
a million years did I think I’d be able to drive my Hoonicorn through the
streets of London. Los Angeles in Gymkhana SEVEN was incredible, but
it’s L.A. and they film things there all the time. To have streets locked down
in central London? Incredible. The photos alone have looked amazing, I
can’t wait to see how the final film edit turns out.”
The segment aired during the first half of the new season of Top Gear.
“This project was a ton of fun for me!” said Block. “When Top Gear asked
if I’d be interested in basically filming a Gymkhana in London with my good
friend Matt LeBlanc as my co-driver and tour guide, I said YES immediately!
The access that the production staff secured for this shoot was next level—I
was very impressed. The shoot was a ton of fun and Matt was hilarious with
his commentary, which makes this a very unique variation of my Gymkhana
videos. Hopefully everyone watching enjoys the piece as much as I did
whilst filming it.
VIDEO:
Ken Block Drifts London – EXTENDED Director’s Cut - Top Gear - BBC
https://youtu.be/PrqYohBV58o

Top Gear presenter Matt LeBlanc, riding shotgun

KEN BLOCK’S CUSTOM
CAN-AM MAVERICK X
& MAX X TURBO UTVs
Ken Block partnered with Can-Am in 2016 and soon took delivery of a
Can-Am Maverick X RS Turbo and Maverick MAX RS Turbo. The two
vehicles would serve two very distinct and separate purposes.

Given that Block lives in Utah and has easy access to some of the most
insane dirt terrain in America to play with, the focus of his two-door
Maverick X RS Turbo was to build upon the speed and capabilities of the
factory product and turn it up to 11 for some high-speed desert hoonage.
Block had his team at Hoonigan Racing Division equip it with a custom
Lonestar Racing roll cage, a Lonestar Racing long travel suspension kit,
Dragonfire racing doors, Dragonfire Racing race steering wheel, CanAm wide flares, Rigid Industries R46 lights, a Lonestar Racing brush
guard, custom embroidered seats by Beard and last but not least, oneoff custom beadlock fifteen52 Turbomac HD wheels wrapped in Toyo
Tires. The end result? One of the freshest and fun to thrash two-door
Mavericks on the planet.
For his four-door Maverick MAX RS Turbo, Block headed into a different
direction. Knowing that he could make it street legal and register it
to drive on the local roads of his hometown in Park City, Utah, Block
hammered down in that direction. With the goal of creating something
that was not only capable off-road, but of also running his kids to school
or to shuttle friends up the mountains during mountain biking sessions,
Block had the HRD team modify it with those goals in mind. The MAX
RS Turbo received a Can-Am sport roof, doors and windscreen, as well
as matching wide flares to his two-door. The four-door also features
matching custom embroidered seats by Beard, a North Shore bike
rack on back for his Specialized mountain bikes, Rigid Industries R46
lights, matching fifteen52 Turbomac HD wheels shod in Toyo Tires and a
Lonestar Racing brush guard to complete the look.
“I’m super stoked on how these two builds turned out,” said Block. “CanAm has such an amazing platform from which to build with these things.
The fact that they come turbo from the factory is a huge plus to me since
it means I don’t have to mess around with a ton of aftermarket engine
stuff to have the speed and power that I want right out of the box. My
team did a great job upgrading these though. I just wrapped a fun holiday
down in Swingarm City, Utah, with my wife and kids and we all had a
blast ripping around in the dirt with these. My kids in particular absolutely
love getting some air time with me in the four-door MAX RS Turbo!”

BLOCK FAMILY
CAN-AM ADVENTURE
In 2016, Block took his family down to Swingarm City, UT for his son’s
birthday. A few days of off-roading fun with the kids in Block’s Can-Am
Maverick’s was the perfect formula for a great birthday adventure as well
as an ideal way to break-in the newly customized Can-Am units.
Like any modern dad, Block made sure to film some of his off-road antics
with the kids. Watch the video here:
https://www.facebook.com/KenBlockRacing/
videos/10153651329635765/

MOUNTAIN BIKING WITH
KEN BLOCK & DOWNHILL
CHAMPION STEVE PEAT
During the summer, Block’s good friend and professional Downhill Mountain Biker,
Steve Peat, came to stay and visit Block in Park City, UT. The two spent the majority
of the time riding the trails and hills at the local resorts, but also managed to find
some time to film a segment for Peat’s video series on YouTube titled “This is Peaty”.
VIDEO:
#LastOrders - Episode Two
https://youtu.be/LAkw6g9Qz9U

FORD FOCUS RS
DAILY DRIVER
Block finally took delivery of his very own Ford Focus
RS to drive in his hometown of Park City, UT. Seen here
inside the Hoonigan Racing Division Headquarters,
Block’s daily driver features ST Suspension, fifteen52
Turbomac wheels painted gray and Toyo Tires Proxes
R1R. A clean and lightly modified vehicle, the RS
makes for an excellent daily driver for Block no matter
the conditions in the mountains where he lives.

LAKE POWELL WITH THE
MASTERCRAFT X30 BOAT
& SEA-DOO WATERCRAFTS
There’s no better way to beat the summer heat than by going out to a local lake. And,
that’s exactly what Block did during his August break in 2016. Heading down to Lake
Powell, Block took his customized Mastercraft X30 wakeboard boat, as well as a few
new toys from Sea-Doo. Look for more from Block and his Sea-Doos in 2017.

GOODWOOD
FESTIVAL OF
SPEED
Returning once again to the Goodwood
Festival of Speed in 2016, Ken Block took
to the hill climb stage in none-other than
his Ford Fiesta ST RX43 that co-starred in
Gymkhana EIGHT.
Tire slaying, tea with Lord March himself
and a relaxed lunch with Hollywood star,
Keanu Reeves, were all on the agenda at
this year’s past FoS event. A very normal
weekend in the English countryside!
VIDEO: Ken Block’s Dirty Donuts:
Hoonigan Puts On A Show
https://youtu.be/HzgCNnCrw3g
Tea time with Lord March, owner of the Goodwood Estate

Actor Keanu Reeves and Ken Block break for lunch in the Library

GYMKHANA NINE
2016 was an historic year for Hoonigan Racing Division’s Ken Block and his Gymkhana
series. Only six months after the release of Gymkhana Eight, set in Dubai UAE, Block returns
with Gymkhana NINE: Raw Industrial Playground, live now on Hoonigan’s Youtube account.
The video returns the professional rallycross driver’s hugely popular, 400+million view viral
video franchise to its original roots, letting the pure, raw driving action take center stage once
again. Co-starring alongside Block, is the all-new Ford Focus RS RX that he competes with
in the FIA World Rallycross Championship.
“I really wanted to bring Nine back to the core roots of my earlier Gymkhana videos,” said
Block. “The full city takeovers are a ton of fun, but we felt that it was time to get back to the
basics, especially with the new Ford Focus RS RX. We really wanted to let it shine and be
the star in this video since it has so much useable power and control. We also partnered with
Microsoft’s Forza Horizon 3 video game on this one, which allowed us to incorporate some
insane tricks that actually pull inspiration from the game itself. It all worked out amazingly and
I couldn’t be more stoked on how this video turned out.”
Filmed over the course of four days in western New York, the video takes place in a series
of mostly derelict industrial spaces, harkening back to settings that are visually similar to
Block’s first two Gymkhana videos and that ultimately allowed for some of Block’s most raw
and aggressive Gymkhana driving in years.
In addition to being presented by Hoonigan, Gymkhana NINE also ushers in a new partnership
for Block with the Forza Horizon video game franchise. Two tricks in the video that were
inspired by the game itself include a helicopter suspending a brand-new 2017 Ford Raptor
from the sky while Block does donuts around it as it spins wildly out of control, as well as a
scene where Block drift jumps sideways in front of a moving train. Both of the Forza moments
are incredibly high-risk and utilized all of Block’s skill to be pulled off successfully.
In addition to the aforementioned “Forza moments” from the video, Block also ups the ante
in Gymkhana NINE with one of his most outrageous maneuvers to-date: a literal cliffhanger
where he throws his Ford Focus RS RX into an alley-oop around a telephone cable spool and
proceeds to hang the rear end—and rear wheels—right off of the edge of a pier on Lake Erie.
“The moment where I’m hanging the rear of my car off of that shipping pier was definitely
stressful,” said Block. “But, it’s something that we really wanted to do in real life since
previously people have only seen something like that in a CGI-d BMW commercial [Block is
referencing a BMW advertisement where a car is drifting around on top of an aircraft carrier
deck, something that many casual observers thought to be real when in fact it was all CGI].
That’s the great thing about these videos, everything I do with the car, everything we capture
on camera is all real, live action. We may do a few takes to get all of the angles covered or
get timing more dialed, but at the end of the day it’s all actual driving, nothing is faked.”
Block and his Ford Focus RS RX put it all on the line and in action in Gymkhana NINE
[HOONIGAN] Ken Block’s GYMKHANA NINE: Raw Industrial Playground
VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/embed/_bkX5VkZg8U

HOONIGAN’S
CAN-AM BATTLE BROYALE
Block’s partners at Can-Am and Hoonigan joined forces this year to create an all-new—and exceptionally
fun looking—video featuring the all-new Can-Am Maverick X3 Rs. Titled Battle Broyale the video took
place at an abandoned golf course in the desert of California and featured Block squaring off against
fellow Hoonigan and Monster Energy athlete BJ Baldwin. Both drivers assembled a team of drivers to
assist them in race challenges as the new Can-Ams tore up the golf course.
[HOONIGAN] BATTLE BROYALE: Team Block vs. Team Baldwin
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/ZzdNykgUAO4
On set with Ken Block with “Ballistic” BJ Baldwin

GYMKHANA GRID
MARATHON, GREECE
For the 5th installment of Gymkhana GRID in Europe, Monster took the

event to Marathon, Greece. For the 2016 event, Block brought out his
Ford Fiesta ST RX43 from Gymkhana EIGHT, as well as his 1978 Ford

Escort Mk2 for teammate Andreas Bakkerud to compete with in the rear

wheel-drive class. Both drivers had an epic weekend of slaying tires and
racing against both professional and grassroots competitors.

Petter Solberg with Andreas Bakkerud and Ken Block

Ken Block donuts around Ilias Psinakis, Mayor of Marathon, Greece

ANDREAS BAKKERUD
DEBUTS HIS VERY OWN
FORD ESCORT MK2
One of Andreas Bakkerud’s all-time favorite cars just so happens to be
the Ford Escort Mk2. Finally, in 2016, Bakkerud achieved a life-long
dream of purchasing his very own Mk2. Seen here custom painted in
his signature #BakkerudBlue color, the young HRD driver has some big
plans for this car in the future.

KEN BLOCK’S
1965 MUSTANG
HOONICORN RTR V2
Just when you thought that one of the most iconic custom car builds of
the last decade couldn’t get any better, Ken Block and Hoonigan have
gone and improved upon Block’s 1965 Ford Mustang Hoonicorn RTR
from Gymkhana SEVEN. How you ask? By feeding it meth(anol) and
boosting it with two turbos.

Dubbed Hoonicorn V2, Block’s updated Mustang now features a fully
custom twin-turbo setup that’s force-feeding 21 pounds of boost into
a 410 cubic inch (6.7 liter) methanol motor. The end result? 1,400
horsepower at the crank that is then sent to all four wheels in an effort
to vaporize Block’s Toyo tires instantly.
“We got approval for a new video concept using the Hoonicorn, but
I needed more power for what I needed it to do,” said Block. “So, I
developed the concept for the general idea of what I wanted— two
turbos sticking out the hood—and handed that over to my team. They
came back with a functional way to make that happen and added
methanol to get the setup to produce the power that I wanted. We
ended up with 1,400 horsepower! Ha, so they may have over delivered
a bit—and I’m happy about that!” Block continues; “When I say that
this is the absolute most frightening thing I’ve ever driven, I’m not
exaggerating. AT ALL. The motor revs and spins my Toyo tires to
destruction so quickly that I can’t change the gears fast enough. It’s
genuinely a mindnumbing, crazy experience to try to drive this thing.
It’s amazing.”
In addition to updating the engine setup in the Hoonicorn, Block and
Hoonigan also updated the livery of the vehicle for Block’s all-new
video project. Featuring an adaptation of the ever-popular “stars and
stripes” theme that originally debuted on Block’s MkII Ford Escort that’s
been mixed with a reflective pattern (similar to that seen on Block’s
Ford Fiesta RX43 in Gymkhana EIGHT) on top of a gray-to-black fade
of the base color from nose to tail. The new look for Hoonicorn V2 is
as in-your-face as it gets.
VIDEOS:
Ken Block’s HOONICORN V2 Makes METHmallows
https://youtu.be/UnQwxhG4ETQ
Hoonicorn V2.0 - Double the turbo, double the fun!
https://www.facebook.com/KenBlockRacing/videos/1253859527968410/

ANNOUNCING:
CLIMBKHANA WITH A VIDEO
TEASER!

In 2016, Ken Block, in conjunction with presenting partner
Toyo Tires, announced the purpose of the Hoonicorn V2
update: a new film series entitled Climbkhana to be released
in 2017.
“Climbkhana is the next generation of the Gymkhana
series,” says Block. “I’ve long wanted to extend Gymkhana
beyond the backdrops it has been living in. As a rally-driver,
I have always wanted to mix what I do in the films with
stage roads. During a race, I’m focused on being fast and
clean through the road, but Climbkhana gives me an outlet
to let it all hang out and run it sideways, plus add some
additional obstacles along the way. And what better roads
than hill climbs, which are essentially uphill stages. And
what better Hill Climb to start with than the famous Pikes
Peak! Which also happens to be the setting for one of my
favorite automotive films, Climb Dance with Ari Vatanen.”
Ken Block’s Hoonigan Media Machine began filming the
project this fall at Historic Pikes Peak. Joining Gymkhana
creative veteran and Hoonigan’s own Brian Scotto for
director duties is Jeff Zwart, a man almost synonymous with
the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb. The commercial
director, known best for his work with Porsche through
RadicalMedia, also holds 3 records and 8 class wins over
the 15 times he has raced up the Colorado mountain.
The announcement of Climbkhana also serves as the
launching platform for Toyo’s Proxes R888R tire, which as
of today is now available in the U.S. for the first time ever.
Specially crafted in advance for Block and his Hoonicorn
V2, the 1,400 horsepower machine now sports 295/35/18
Toyo Proxes R888R tires at all four corners, providing Block
with the enhanced grip and stability he needs when sliding
that much power around famous curves at Pikes Peak like
Ari Vatanen while simultaneously providing Block with the
tire smoke that he craves when doing power slides and
Gymkhana-style maneuvers on the mountain.
CLIMBKHANA TRAILER VIDEO:
https://youtu.be/mYKB2qi_FRs

FOLLOW KEN BLOCK
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: /kenblockracing
Instagram: @kblock43
Twitter: @kblock43
Snapchat: kblock43

FOLLOW ANDREAS BAKKERUD
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: /abakkerud
Instagram: @andreasbakkerud
Twitter: @andreasbakkerud
Snapchat: Bakkerud13

THANK YOU!

